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ABSTRACT 
Error propagation is unavoidable due to imperfect detection 

mechanisms and random inter-process communications; it 

could give rise to contaminated checkpoints, which, in turn, 

result in unsuccessful rollbacks. To encounter the problem of 

error propagation, a damage assessment model is discussed to 

optimize the correctness of saved checkpoints under various 

circumstances. The algorithm is based on an equivalence 

classes between pairs of successive checkpoints of a process 

which allows us, in some cases, to advance the recovery line 

of the computation without forcing checkpoints in other 

processes. This is well-suited for autonomous and 

heterogeneous environments, where each process does not 

know any private information about other processes and 

private information of the same type of distinct processes is 

not related.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Index-based Checkpointing algorithm for distributed systems 

with the aim of reducing the total number of checkpoints 

while ensuring that each checkpoint belongs to at least one 

consistent global checkpoint (or recovery line) [1].Consider a 

distributed system consisting of n processes, one process per 

processor, denoted by {P0, P1, P2,· · · , Pn-1} and a set of 

bidirectional channels on an arbitrary network topology. 

There is no common clock, shared memory or central 

coordinator. Message passing is the only mode of 

communication between any pair of processes. Any process 

can initiate Check-pointing. Index-based algorithms associate 

each local checkpoint with a sequence number and try to 

enforce consistency among local checkpoints with the same 

sequence number. Check-pointing and rollback-recovery are 

well-known techniques for providing fault-tolerance in 

distributed systems [1,2]. 

1.1 Damage Assessment 
The method of damage assessment is developed by 

probabilistically characterizing the interval between the 

occurrence and the detection of an error using parameters 

associated with faults and errors. A fault is defined as any 

defect capable of causing potential damage, or any deviation 

from the normal state of a computing system. An error is 

deviation from the specification of the program running on a 

computing system.  

Consider a multi-module computing system, where the 

processes communicate with one another via message 

passing. Each process is assume to run on a separate module 

and can be represented by a Digraph, D=(V,E) where V= { 

v1,v2,.....vn } and E= { eij : 1<=( i, j)<=n} denotes the set of 

nodes(i,e modules) and set of directed edges (communication 

channels).A module is said to be faulty if it contains faults, 

and contaminated if contains errors. Let Ti
F , the vi’s faulty 

time  and Ti
C ,the vi’s contamination time ,then damage 

assessment can be viewed as the estimation of the 

distributions of all modules contamination times [3]. 

1.2 Fault Detection Mechanism 
Faults are detected directly by periodic diagnostics or fault 

detection mechanisms, such as self-checking circuits. Errors, 

on the other hand, are detected by error detection 

mechanisms, such as acceptance tests, capability checks and 

time-outs. Upon detection of an error, a fault location 

procedure is called for to identify the faulty module. When a 

fault is detected by self-checking circuit, a damage assessment 

carried out separately in the following three cases [4,5]: 

Case 1: An error is detected and the fault module is identified. 

Case 2: An error is detected without the fault module. 

Case 3: A fault is detected be periodic diagnosis. 

The accuracy of damage assessment depends on the 

information collected from detection and diagnosis 

mechanism, which includes the location of the faulty module 

and error syndrome S, expressed as    S=  [ vb1,t1 ;......;vbs, ts]  

where vb1...... vbs are the modules which have detected 

error(s),and t1 .... ts   are times at which the respective 

modules detected there first error. 

1.3 Rollback Recovery 
Memory and persistent checkpoints are established 

periodically, the period for persistent checkpoints obviously 

being much larger. When a transient or a persistent failure is 

detected, the system is rolled back to the last checkpoint 

whether it is a memory or a persistent checkpoint and the 

treatment slightly differs. When a power cut occurs, the 

system is rolled back to the last persistent checkpoint [6]. 

1.3.1 Handling transient failures 
Upon detection of a transient failure, if the last checkpoint is a 

memory checkpoint, all dirty active pages present in memory 

are discarded, pure recovery pages are restored into readable 

recovery data whereas readable recovery data as well as clean 

copies remain unchanged [7]. If the last checkpoint is a 

persistent one, memory pages (recovery or dirty active data) 

are discarded, since the recovery data is the data stored on 

disk. 
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1.3.2 Handling permanent faults 
Upon detection of a permanent fault, the same rollback 

procedure is applied as in the case of a transient failure. 

Nevertheless, in addition, the faulty node has been lost as well 

as its disk and memory contents [8]. 

2. CHECKPOINTING 
A checkpoint is a local state of a process saved on the stable 

storage. In a distributed system, since the processes in the 

system do not share memory, a global state of the system is 

defined as a set of local states, one from each process. The 

state of channels corresponding to a global state is the set of 

messages sent but not yet received. A global state is said to be 

“consistent” if it contains no orphan message [9]. A global 

checkpoint consists of a set of local checkpoints, one for each 

process, from which a distributed computation can be 

restarted after a failure. A local checkpoint is a state of a 

process saved onto stable storage [10]. 

Checkpointing is the process of saving the status information. 

Coordinated checkpointing is an attractive approach for 

transparently adding fault tolerance to distributed applications 

since it avoids domino effects and minimizes the stable 

storage requirement. A checkpoint is a local state of a process 

saved on stable storage [11]. Local checkpoint is an event that 

records the state of a process at processor at a given instance. 

Checkpoint may be local or global depending on taking the 

checkpoints and Local checkpoint is an event that records the 

state of a process at processor at a given instance. Checkpoint 

may be local or global depending on taking the checkpoints 

[12]. 

2.1 Related works on Check-pointing 

algorithms 
Chandy and Lamport proposed a global snapshot algorithm 

for distributed systems. It is observed that every check-

pointing algorithm proposed for message passing system uses 

Chandy and Lamport’s algorithm as the base. Ravi Prakash 

and Mukesh Singhal had described a Synchronous Snapshot 

collection algorithm for Mobile Systems that neither forces 

every node to take a local snapshot nor blocks the underlying 

computation during snapshot collection. Guohong Cao and 

Mukesh Singhal had proposed an efficient algorithm that 

neither forces all the processes to take checkpoints nor blocks 

the underlying computation during checkpointing and which 

significantly reduces the number of checkpoints.  

Guohong Cao and Mukesh Singhal had introduced the 

concept of “Mutable Checkpoint” which is neither a tentative 

checkpoint nor a permanent checkpoint to design efficient 

check-pointing algorithms for mobile computing system. 

Mutable Checkpoint can be saved anywhere e.g. the main 

memory or local disk.  

A consistent global checkpoint is a set of states in which no 

message is recorded as received in one process and as not yet 

sent in another process. J. L. Kim and T .Park had presented a 

new efficient synchronized check-pointing protocol which 

exploits the dependency relation between processes in 

distributed systems. Yanping-Changhui-Yandong presented a 

protocol which is integration of two approaches: time based 

and index-based. In present description an index-based check-

pointing protocol has been developed, which uses time to 

indirectly coordinate the creation of consistent global 

checkpoint for mobile computing systems [13]. 

Weigang Ni Susan V Vrbsky and Sibabrata Ray had presented 

a new checkpoint algorithm for mobile distributed system. 

Ravi Prakash and Mukesh Singhal had presented a global 

snapshot algorithm that combines the information collected by 

the initiator. This generates a maximal, consistent global 

snapshot that is more recent than the snapshot collected by 

any initiator. A maximal snapshot implies that the amount of 

computation lost during rollback after node failures is 

minimized [14,15].  

Bidyut Gupta Shahram  Rahimi and  Ziping Liu had presented 

a non-blocking coordinated Check-pointing algorithm suitable 

for mobile environments. Ch. D. V. Subba Rao and M.M. 

Naidu had proposed a new checkpointing protocol combined 

with selective sender based message logging .The protocol is 

free from the problem of lost messages. This protocol 

minimizes different overheads i.e. checkpointing overhead, 

recovery overhead, blocking overhead. Nuno Neves and W. 

Kent Fuchs had proposed a new check-pointing protocol for 

distributed systems, was designed to take into consideration 

the special characteristics of mobile environments. 

 Kanmani, Anitha and Ganesan proposed a new approach 

which is used to reduce the much overheads of the previous 

non-blocking algorithms. The new algorithm is based on the 

timeouts of coordinator process. Instead of storing a single 

checkpoint like other non-blocking algorithms, it sets three 

checkpoints. Kumar, Mishra and Joshi presented a non-

blocking minimum process coordinated check-pointing 

protocol that not only minimizes useless checkpoints but also 

minimizes overall bandwidth required over wireless channels.  

3. Z-PATHS AND Z-CYCLES 
In a distributed computation, each ordered pair of processes is 

connected by an asynchronous, reliable, directed logical 

channel with unpredictable but finite transmission delays, i.e. 

no message will be lost in the channel. Moreover, a process 

can execute internal, send and receive statements, where the 

last two are represented as “send(m)” and “receive(m)” in the 

text, respectively. Processes of a distributed computation are 

sequential: each process produces a sequence of events. All 

the events produced by a distributed computation can be 

partially ordered with Lamport’s well-known happened-

before relation (Lamport, 1978), denoted as “→hb ” in the 

text. 

 

Figure 1: An example checkpoint and communication 

pattern 

A distributed computation is usually represented as a 

checkpoint and communication pattern, like the one depicted 

in Fig. 1. Ci,x represents the xth  checkpoint of process Pi. The 

sequence of events occurring at Pi between Ci,x-1 and Ci,x (x > 

0) is called an interval, denoted by Ii,x. Furthermore, each 

process Pi starts its execution with an initial checkpoint Ci,0. 
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Netzer and Xu (1995) introduced the following notions of Z-

paths and Z-cycles. 

Definition 1. A Z-path is a message chain such that every 

message in it is received in the same or an earlier interval than 

the succeeding message is sent. In addition, if a Z-path 

satisfies that its first message is sent by Pi after checkpoint Ci,x 

and its last message is received by Pi before checkpoint Ci,y, 

we say that this Z-path is from Ci,x to Ci,y. For example, in 

Fig. 1, message chain [m5, m2] constitutes a Z-path from Ck,1 

to Ck,2, but another message chain [m5, m1] is not a Z-path. A 

Z-path from a checkpoint Ci,x to the same one is called a Z-

cycle. For instance, Z-path [m5, m4] is a Z-cycle [13].  

4. MODELING ERROR PROPAGATION 
Errors in one module can propagate to other module via 

propagation paths, which are communication paths from the 

source to the destination with distinct intermediate modules 

[16]. The error propagation time from vi to vj. Denoted by Xij 

is defined as the time interval between the contamination time 

of vi to vj. The error propagation times will be derived from 

Bij’s, which is defined as the time from an error to propagate 

from vi to one of its neighbors, vj, via different 

communication channel between them. Bij’s are assumed to 

be independent of each other. Then Xij is the minimum 

propagation time among all the paths from vi to vj represented 

by graph from figure 2 is  

 X13= min (B12 + B23, B14 + B45 + B53, B14 + B45 + B53 + B23, 

B12 + B24 + B45 + B53). 

 

                         

Figure 2: System graph, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 are nodes of the 

system 

A single level fault detection mechanism has the property that 

faults are detected immediately upon their occurrence. If a 

fault is detected in a module during periodic diagnostics, 

errors might already have been induced and propagated to 

other modules. An undetectable fault can be captured only 

during the fault diagnosis. After the errors induced by this 

fault are detected by some detection mechanisms. The 

probabilities of any fault to be FD-detectable and PD-

detectable, denoted by Ci
F and Ci

P respectively, are assumed 

to be fixed and known [17]. 

5. DAMAGE ASSESSMENT MODULES 

5.1 Module 1 
An error is detected and the faulty module is identifies. 

In this module both S and module vk are known. Damage 

assessment will start from vk , the source of errors. To derive 

k (t) it is essential to calculate 

 1) 
T

kf ,the density function of Tk
C  without considering the 

syndrome, 

2) the error syndrome conditional likelihood ),( SL  which 

is conditional probability of S given that vk is the faulty 

module and  Tk
C =  . 

A complete diagnosis is assumed to have 100% coverage so 

that vk should be fault free immediately after Tk
D , which can 

be as early as Tk
Y ,the last faulty time. Therefore, the density 

function of Tk
F is expressed as  
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Where fk
Y (.) is the density function of Yk and Wk is the 

normalizing constant.  

Define Eij, the error latency from vk to vj ,is the time interval 

from the vk ‘s contamination time to the time vj ‘s detection 

time [19,20] .i.e.,    

    Ekj =Xkj + Kj  

5.1.1 Case 1 
 If j=k, then Ekj = Kj ,propagation of errors from a faulty 

module vk into other, modules is characterized by the joint 

distribution of Ek1 ,Ek2,.....,Ekn  and ,thus , the error 

syndrome’s conditional likelihood can be calculated as 

] -T> iw: ..E…, -T>iw: E

, -t= ib :.E……,  -t= ib :E Prob[= ) (S,L

s-n1

s1i





Where T is the current time instance at which damage 

assessment is done. Using Baye’s equation k (t) is derived 

as, 
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5.1.2 Case 2 
If j k, to estimate the damage on module vi, first calculate  

Lkj( S, Tk
C, Tj

C ) the likelihood of S. Obviously    

 Lkj( S, Tk
C, Tj

C ) =0   if min (t1, Tj
C) <Tk

D, and  
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Where Ekj (s) = Xkj(s) + Ki, and Xkj(s) is the error propagation 

time from vk to vi under the condition that Xkj =s. In other 

words Xkj(s) can be viewed special case of Xkj with two 

sources of errors. One source is vk, from which errors 

propagate to vi via all possible path between vk and vi except 

for those passing through vi .The other source is vj, which 

starts the propagation of error to vi via all possible paths 

between vj and vk at s time units after vk   become faulty. This 

interpretation simplifies the evaluation of X ijk(s).  

From figure 1   X 134 (s) can be evaluated as  

X134 (s) = min {   B12 + B23 , s+X43 }= min { B12 + B23 , s+ 

B45 + B53, s+ B45 + B52 + B23 } 

With the knowledge of  Lkj( S, Tk
C, Tj

C ) for all Tk
C and Tj

C, 
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5.2 Module 2 
In this module damage assessment must be made without any 

knowledge on the location of the faulty module. One example, 

when the fault diagnosis routine fails to locate the faulty 

module due to either the occurrence of a transient fault or 

insufficient coverage of the diagnosis routine [18]. 

Let i represent vi‘s faulty probability without considering the 

error syndrome. These  i’’s are basic objective in locating the 

faulty module.If damage assessment is performed detection of 

an error,  i is the same as the prior faulty probability '

i  

determine by  

'

i  
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relative suspicion of vi  being the faulty module. 

5.3 Module 3 
Finally, this module arises when a periodic diagnosis detect a 

fault in vk. It implies that the fault may have occurred any 

time between the present and the previous periodic diagnostic 

completed at Tk
P. If the fault had occurred before Tk

P, it 

would have been detected by the previous periodic diagnostic. 

Using the Baye’s equation, the distribution of vk’s faulty time 

in this module is derived as [21]  
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for Tk
P <=t<=T, Where T is the fault detection time.If Yk is 

exponentially distributed, Tk
F can be calculated with the help 

of uniform distribution over the interval [Tk
P, T]. 

6. OPTIMAL ROLLBACK POINT 
Let T denote the current time. For the convenience of problem 

formulation is designated as the origin of the time axis and all 

events are enumerated backward from T. For example, the kth 

checkpoint means the kth previous checkpoint from T. Let 

cpi
k be the time vi established the kth checkpoint, and rjk be 

the time vi received the kth message. If vi rolls back to the kth 

checkpoint, then vi‘s rollback distance is di(k)= t- cpi
k The 

probability that vi can successfully rollback to the kth 

checkpoint is denoted by pi (k). Hence 





k
ip

k

iiii cpdkp ).(1)()( 
 

The above equation holds only when vi is faulty module. If vi  

is not faulty module its contamination is caused by incoming 

message from other module that is., error  propagation. Since 

vi receive messages only at rin, n >=1, if vi is not the faulty 

module and rin < cpi
P < rin+1 , then  

)(1)( n

iii rkp 
. 

7. ROLLBACK RECOVERY 
Rollback recovery is the sum of rollback distances ( di’s) in 

all modules. The main objective to minimize the mean 

recovery overhead denoted by O. Let Z denote the total 

overhead for a global restart which is invoked at the failure of 

rollback recovery. Rollback recovery fails if any module of 

the system rolls back to an incorrect checkpoint. Thus, the 
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probability of successful rollback recovery is the product of 

the probability that each module’s rollback point is correct. 

Hence O can be expressed as [22, 23]. 
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Where ki is a nonnegative integer indicating the rollback point 

of vi. There is an upper limit Ci, for ki,1<=i<=N, because each 

secure storage will have a limited capacity. Then the optimal 

rollback problem can be represented as  

      
Zkpkd

Minimize
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  Subject to constraint 

       ki <= Ci    for 1<=i<=N. 

This is a non-linear integer programming problem. To 

develop an algorithm for a non-linear integer programming 

problem the objective function O should follow the convexity 

property. If pi is expressed as in pi(k) ,O can be viewed as a 

continuous function of di’s. The following lemma provides 

the necessary and sufficient condition for the complexity of O 

which is provided in [24]. 

Lemma 1  

 O is convex with respect to di   iff  ,),( dTtti   is 

monotonically increasing. 

7.1 ROLLBACK RECOVERY 

ALGORITHM 

Step   1.  
For all i= 1(2) N, Assign ki be the smallest integer such that   

i

k

i Tcp i   ,  

Let ki:=Ci and if ki > Ci then  ZkpY i

N

i

i ))((:
1




 . 

Step   2. 
                 Let S:= {i : ki <Ci }.If  ki:=Ci  ,for all iS then go 

to step 6. 

Step   3.  

For all iS, Ydy iii )1(:    

Where   

)()1(:

,
)(

1:),()1(:

iiiii

ii

i
iiiii

kpkpp
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p
kdkdd










 

Step   4. 

 If yi >=0 for all iiS , then go to step 5. 

Otherwise, for all iS and  yi < 0, then 

 ki:= ki+1 and YY i:  

Go to steo 2 

Step   5.   

For any SA , then   

YdAD
Ai

i

Ai

i )1(:)(  



 

Find a set  SS *

 such that D(S*) < 0. 

If   S* does not exist, then go to step  6 . Otherwise, for all  

 iS*, then  ki:= ki+1  and  YY i: . 

Go to step 2 

Step   6. 

Terminate the algorithm and the current value of ki, for all 

i:=1(2)N, is the optimal recovery point for vi.                      

Rollback Recovery is essentially an algorithm which searches 

from smaller ki’s towards larger ki’s. In step 1 ki’s is 

initialized to the smallest value that will put the corresponding 

cpik inside the convex region of the function O with respect to 

ki’s ‘s,by Lemma 1,the optimal solution for ki’s is obtained 

when O cannot be reduced any further by incrementing any 

subset of ki’s. If ki reaches its limit Ci before the minimum O 

is reached,the optimal solution for ki  will be Ci .If all ki’s 

reach their limits during the search, Rollback Recovery 

algorithm terminates immediately(step 2). 

The search of the above algorithm conducted in two levels. In 

first level ( step 3 and step 4),check whether incrementing a 

legitimate ki’s , would result in a smaller mean overhead. The 

set S defined in step 2 is the set of all legitimate ki’s at that 

moment. The variable yi is actually the difference in O with ki 

and ki+1, that is , Yi=O (.....ki+1,.....) - O(.....ki ........), if 

yi’>=0 ,then next level of search is performed in step 5.If at 

least one yi is negative, all ki ‘s with negative yi will be 
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incrementing by one, which yield an even smaller overhead 

because of the following lemma 2[25]. 

Lemma 2 

Let yi,j=1(2)n be defined as in step 3 of Rollback Recovery 

algorithm. If yj<0 and yi,0, then O(.....ki+1...)<O(...ki...). 

8. INTEGRATION OF DAMAGE 

ASSESSMENT  
Many rollback recovery schemes have been proposed for 

distributed nbut very few of them have been considered 

corrupted checkpoints and damage assessment. To integrate 

damage assessment with existing schemes, especially the 

indexed-based check-pointing algorithm such as one proposed 

by BQF( Baldoni, Quaglia, Fornara) [3] .In general, any 

rollback recovery scheme equipped with damage assessment 

should comply with following steps after detecting error [26]. 

8.1 Damage assessment 
Using the algorithms for determining the optimal rollback 

points, compute a set of checkpoints which are safe to 

rollback, while considering the overall overheads [27]. 

8.2 Cancellation of corrupted messages 
All checkpoints established after the set of safe checkpoints 

are consider to have been corrupted. Hence, all messages sent 

after a corrupted checkpoint are also corrupted and should be 

removed from the receivers’ stable storage if they have been 

logged. The messages sent between a safe checkpoints and its 

next checkpoint and considered correct if they have not been 

cancelled. In some rare event, rollback may propagate from a 

saved checkpoint if one of the messages received before the 

establishment of the safe checkpoint has been cancelled [28].  

9. SEARCH FOR A RECOVERABLE 

SYSTEM STATE 
A system will be a recoverable state after cancelling all 

corrupted messages, since most messages would have been 

logged if they can survive the cancellation. If not, a new 

recoverable system state must be determined from the current 

state [29]. 

9.1 Recovery 
Rollback to the derived recoverable system state will recover 

successfully if the system sate is indeed not corrupted is 

predicted in the damage assessment [30]. 

The main difficulty of integrating damage assessment into an 

existing rollback recovery scheme is the size of the stable 

storage. Without considering error propagation, whenever a 

checkpoint becomes a part of recoverable system state, all 

messages received before the checkpoint can be safely 

discarded from the stable storage. With damage assessment, 

however, checkpoints and messages must be kept in the stable 

storage for a longer period, thus requiring a large stable 

storage [31].This is more expensive time and resource 

mechanism to detect error to enhance the coverage remove the 

need for damage assessment. 

10. CONCLUSION 
Check-pointing for a rollback recovery in a current process 

have received considerable attention. Two crucial problems 

which must be resolved are the problem of rollback 

propagation (domino effect) and error propagation. In this 

paper discussed a method of damage assessment to handle the 

error propagation problem based on the earlier work on error 

propagation and fault location. The main important concept is 

that ,the equivalence classes between checkpoints provides a 

framework that can be used to design efficient checkpoint 

time stamping mechanism. Such mechanism can be used in 

any checkpoint algorithm to reduce sequence numbers of the 

increasing process. 

11. FUTURE SCOPE 
The damage assessment model developed in this paper can 

also be used to solve other problems, such as the scheduling 

of periodic diagnostics and the determination of optimal inter 

check-point intervals. These problems are matter of future 

inquiry. 
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